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The Forest Feast for Kids includes the most kid-friendly favorites from The Forest Feast, along with 20 new recipes, plus ideas for
kids’ parties and easy-to-follow instructions on techniques, measurements, and other helpful kitchen aides. The first children’s
cookbook from New York Times bestselling author and popular food blogger Erin Gleeson, The Forest Feast for Kids, serves up
kid-friendly vegetarian recipes that are quick, easy, and fun to make. This cookbook showcases the rustic simplicity of the fare
through vibrant colorful photography of Gleeson’s beautiful home in the woods and of children cooking the dishes themselves.
Each meal is simple and full of fresh and lively flavors that will appeal to kids. The natural beauty of Gleeson’s surroundings and
the abundance of local produce serve as the inspiration for recipes such as: Pesto Pepper Pizza Rainbow Chard Quiche Kale
Tacos Watermelon Smoothies In addition to its recipes—which span meals, party food, snacks, and beverages—this nonfiction book
includes ideas for crafty table decoration, party ideas, an illustrated guide on kitchen safety, and a glossary of culinary terms. The
recipes are complemented by a mix of stunning photographs and art, including Gleeson’s own fanciful watercolor illustrations and
hand lettering. This beautifully designed kid-friendly cookbook is perfect for foodies and parents looking for healthy recipes for
children. It will also appeal to fans of Erin Gleeson’s blog and The Forest Feast. Parents.com says "Have you ever wanted to
crawl into a cookbook and live in its world? That’s how I feel when I page through Erin Gleeson’s gorgeous The Forest Feast for
Kids." Also available from Erin Gleeson:The Forest Feast: Simple Vegetarian Recipes from My Cabin in the WoodsandThe Forest
Feast Gatherings.
By the Kate Greenaway Medalist Deep in the woods in an old white cabin, three friends make their pumpkin soup the same way
every day. The Cat slices up the pumpkin, the Squirrel stirs in the water, and the Duck tips in just enough salt. But one day the
Duck wants to stir instead, and then there is a horrible squabble, and he leaves the cabin in a huff. It isn't long before the Cat and
the Squirrel start to worry about him and begin a search for their friend. Rendered in pictures richly evoking autumn, Helen
Cooper's delightful story will resonate for an child who has known the difficulties that come with friendship. Included at the end is a
recipe for delicious pumpkin soup.
Colorful and straightforward, Easy-Peasy Recipes features delicious, nutritious, and fun snack recipes that young kids can make
on their own. No stoves, ovens, or sharp knives are involved in the thoroughly followable step-by-step illustrated instructions.
Yummy snacks like Dig This Pineapple Parfait and Captain Taco Salad can be easily assembled in just a few steps. Kids will
discover the pleasure of making their own food with healthy, easy-to-find ingredients, plenty of room for experimentation, and
absolutely no need for parental supervision!
From the dream team of Dr. Walter C. Willett, bestselling author of Eat, Drink and Be Healthy, and Mollie Katzen, author of the four
million-copy bestselling Moosewood Cookbook, comes a new approach to weight loss Eat, Drink, and Weigh Less offers a
medically sound, extremely effective program that shows people how they can lose weight by adding delicious food to their diet
and making simple changes in what they eat throughout the day. It's flexible and adaptable--and it really works. It features a
powerful way to chart your progress called the Body Score. The more you raise your Body Score, the more you will lower your
weight! A quiz at the beginning of the book helps readers determine their Body Score; the chapters that follow explain easy dietary
and behavioral steps readers can take to improve their scores. While the concept is simple, the science behind it is not. It
represents years of top research conducted by Dr. Walter C. Willett, the head of Harvard School of Public Health's Department of
Nutrition, including the famous Nurses Health Study. This study scored each of its over 84,000 participants on food choices,
exercise schedule, and body mass--resulting in a number that accurately determined the nurses risk of heart disease. Now, for the
first time, Dr. Willett has teamed up with mega-bestselling cookbook author Mollie Katzen to adapt a similar, much easier scoring
system to create a user-friendly diet plan with fail-safe results. If you can raise your score, you will lower your weight--all while
eating delicious, easy-to-prepare foods.
For kids who cook in a play kitchen or a real kitchen, this interactive recipe book invites readers to chop the vegetables, mash the
avocado, warm the tortillas, and more - all inside the book! Step one: Cut the chicken into cubes and toss it in a bowl with the
spices. Step two: Warm oil on a skillet on the stove, then add the chicken. Step three: While the chicken cooks, chop the scallions,
slice the radishes, shred the cabbage, mince the cilantro. Simple yet accurate recipe text takes readers through the steps of
cooking tacos, while the interactive novelty features such as pull tabs, sliders, wheels, and pop-out pieces invite them to
participate in the process. Perfect for kids who love to help in the kitchen, or any child who prefers to "do it myself." This is the third
title in the COOK IN A BOOK series.
Pretend SoupSalad People and More Real RecipesA New Cookbook for Preschoolers & Up
What more can we say about this bestseller from Mollie Katzen (Moosewood Cookbook, Enchanted Broccoli Forest, Still Life with
Menu) and educator Ann Henderson? A Children's Book of the Month Club Selection! Starred review -- School Library Journal!
"An unusually accessible, attractive, process-oriented cookbook for preschoolers...with imaginative and appealing recipes". -- Horn
Book
This fresh take on kids-in-the-kitchen cookbooks comes with six colorful silicone baking cups that children can use to prepare all
sorts of individually sized treats, from little lasagnas to tiny fruit tarts. The silicone cups are nonstick, easy to clean, and safe for
ovens or microwaves. Featuring 29 healthy recipes, each with color photos and easy-to-follow instructions, this cookbook is baked
to perfection for young chefs!
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary Dubliners through an entire day in 1904. Captivating
experimental techniques range from interior monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
"A collection of 50 hand-lettered dessert recipes in a box from the author of the MOOSEWOOD COOKBOOK, in a compact easel
format"--Provided by publisher.
Chez Panisse is a restaurant in Berkeley, California, run by Alice Waters and her large group of friends. Her daughter Fanny's stories of this
busy place are a friendly and funny introduction to the delights of real restaurant life, and her recipes show how easy and inexpensive it is to
make good food with basic ingredients and simple techniques. Opening up the magic world of cooking to children, Alice Waters describes, in
the words of seven-year-old Fanny, the path food travels from the garden to the kitchen to the table. Teaching kids where food really comes
from not just from the market but from farms and people who care about the earth, Fanny at Chez Panisse has lessons on the importance of
eating with your hands, of garlic and of composting and recycling. It is also a delightful beginner's cookbook with 46 recipes that will tempt
children into the desire to cook and eat with whole hearts, alert minds and all the senses. From banana milkshakes and green apple sherbet
to cherry tomato pasta and black beans and sour cream, as well as spaghetti and meatballs, french fries and pizza, there is something here
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for every child to prepare and enjoy.
Betty Crocker's classic cookbook for children is back-in an authentic reproduction of the original 1957 edition A whole generation of Baby
Boomers grew up with Betty Crocker's Cookbook for Boys and Girls, and they have helped to make it the one of the most requested titles in
the Betty Crocker archives. Now back by popular demand, this timeless favorite stands ready to capture the hearts of a new generation of
budding cooks. Packed with recipes that are just as popular with kids today as they were 45 years ago, it shows how to make everything from
Ice Cream Cone Cakes and Pigs in Blankets to Cheese Dreams and Sloppy Joes. The small format, easy recipes, charming color illustrations
and photographs, and even the cover, are all the same as they were in the 1957 edition-and just as delightful as ever. The only innovation is
the concealed wire binding that lies flat for easy cooking while being sturdy enough to withstand energetic handling by kids in the kitchen. It's
the ideal book to give or to keep, for retro appeal, and for getting today's kids started in the kitchen.
The Moosewood Cookbook has inspired generations to cook simple, healthy, and seasonal food. A classic listed as one of the top ten bestselling cookbooks of all time by the New York Times, this 40th anniversary edition of Mollie Katzen's seminal book will be a treasured addition
to the cookbook libraries of fans young and old. In 1974, Mollie Katzen hand-wrote, illustrated, and locally published a spiral-bound notebook
of recipes for vegetarian dishes inspired by those she and fellow cooks served at their small restaurant co-op in Ithaca, NY. Several iterations
and millions of copies later, the Moosewood Cookbook has become one of the most influential and beloved cookbooks of all time—inducted
into the James Beard Award Cookbook Hall of Fame, and coined a Cookbook Classic by the International Association of Culinary
Professionals. Mollie’s Moosewood Cookbook has inspired generations to fall in love with plant-based home cooking, and, on the fortieth
anniversary of that initial booklet, continues to be a seminal, timely, and wholly personal work. With a new introduction by Mollie, this
commemorative edition will be a cornerstone for any cookbook collection that long-time fans and those just discovering Moosewood will
treasure.
The follow-up to Pretend Soup cooks up twenty new vegetarian recipes that kids six and under can prepare themselves with a little help from
their adult assistant, and includes kitchen tips and safety rules.
Imagine if food fell from the sky like rain… wouldn't it be great? Or would it? This is what happened in the tiny town of Chewandswallow. In
many ways it was much the same as any other small town, except for the weather… which came three times a day, at breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Sometimes it rained soup and juice, or snowed mashed potatoes, once or twice it even blew up a storm of hamburgers. Life was
pretty delicious in Chewandswallow…until the weather took a turn for the worse!
A collection of 50 hand-lettered salad recipes in a compact easel format.

"A collection of fifty hand-lettered soup recipes in a sturdy, compact easel format for easy reference while
cooking"--Provided by publisher.
A New York Times Best Cookbook of Fall 2016 • A warm and inviting guide to turning birthdays, holidays, and everyday
occasions into cherished traditions, with more than 100 time-tested recipes—from the creator of the popular blog and book
Dinner: A Love Story and author of the New York Times bestseller Dinner: The Playbook “Families crave rituals,” says
Jenny Rosenstrach, and by rituals she means not just the big celebrations—Valentine’s Day dinners, Mother’s Day
brunches, Halloween send-offs, Thanksgiving feasts, holiday cocktail parties—but the little ones we may not even realize
are rituals: a platter of deluxe nachos on Super Bowl Sunday, or a bowl of creamy mashed potatoes after every bracestightening session. Whether simple or elaborate, daily or annual, these rituals all serve the same purpose for
Rosenstrach: to bring comfort, connection, and meaning to every day. 100+ recipes, including: • popovers, apple fritters,
and golden pancakes, perfect for sleepover mornings or birthday breakfasts • “Interfaith Sliders”: one version with ham
and another with brisket • Rosenstrach’s legendary chocolate Mud Cake—plus an entire section on birthdays, including a
one-size-fits-all party planner that does not rely on pizza • complete menus for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
Year’s Eve • and, of course, dozens of Rosenstrach’s signature family dinners: Grilled Soy-Glazed Pork Chops, Harissa
Roasted Chicken, Crispy Chickpeas with Yogurt Sauce and Naan, Grilled Spicy Shrimp Tacos with Avocado Butter and
Summer Cabbage, and more In this digital, overscheduled age, How to Celebrate Everything helps families slow down,
capture the moments that matter—and eat well while doing it. Praise for How to Celebrate Everything “I have been an
ardent fan of Jenny Rosenstrach’s beautiful writing for years. I always know that every word of her books will be
something to savor, and How to Celebrate Everything will strike a chord with anyone who enjoys family, friends, and
delicious food.”—Ree Drummond, New York Times bestselling author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks “Enjoy How to
Celebrate Everything for the easy-to-follow recipes. But even more satisfying are the wonderful anecdotes of family life
and [Jenny Rosenstrach’s] genial examination of the lasting role that food plays in our lives beyond the plate.”—Family
Circle (September “What We’re Reading” Pick) “With characteristic warmth and humor, [Rosenstrach] urges readers to
ritualize and celebrate the small moments in family life by sharing stories from her own. . . . Rosenstrach is a skilled
storyteller and introduces each occasion with an engaging essay before offering up the much-loved recipes that inspired
it. . . . A delicious and delightful ode to the ways family and food intertwine, reinforcing each other.”—Booklist “Featured
recipes are proven kid friendly and presented with humorous mommy angst and nostalgic commentary . . . Rosenstrach
inspires, reminding us that the real celebration is family itself.”—Publishers Weekly “This well-designed cookbook comes
with a side helping of lifestyle inspiration.”—Library Journal
Gooey Cinnamon Buns, Baby Bam Burgers, Ka-Bam Kabobs, Creamy Dreamy Orange Freezes! Sound good? They
taste even better -- and you can make them yourself! What's better than eating really good food? Making it! And now,
Chef Emeril Lagasse shows you how to do it, step-by-step. And hey, this is the real thing -- you're really cooking with this
book, so get ready to make some kicked-up food that your family and friends will love. Hate getting up in the morning?
Not with Emeril's Favorite French Toast for breakfast! Want to make all your friends happy when you open your
lunchbox? Then bring enough Cheesy Star Snacks for everyone. Think vegetables are boring? Just try Sweet PotatoPraline Marshmallow Casserole! Your turn to make dinner? Junior's Jambalaya. will make everybody happy-happy. Is
dessert your favorite meat? Then Pokey Brownies are just right for you! Every recipe has been chosen and tested by
Chef Emeril and by kids, too, so you know they have to be good -- and good for you! Best of all, grown-ups can use this
book with you. Cooking together is a great way to have fun and make sure you stay safe. So if you want to make
delicious food and have a good time doing it, put on your apron, roll up your sleeves, and follow Chef Emeril into the
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kitchen....
Now is the time for kids to make EVERYTHING from scratch. This is the third book in the NY Times Bestselling
Cookbook series for Young Chefs and will inspire kids to make everything from ketchup to crackers... themselves. Ever
wondered how ketchup is made? How do you bake the most-awesome-ever cheese crackers (fish-shaped, of course)?
Can you really make homemade butter in 10 minutes? The third title in this bestselling series of complete cookbooks for
young chefs goes back to basics to make many of today's store-bought staples better from scratch. Easy recipes ranging
from pancake mix to homemade Sriracha sauce will make kids kitchen heroes, one DIY project at a time.
From acclaimed author Annabel Karmel, The Toddler Cookbook is the perfect kitchen primer for little chefs. Easy recipes
for a wide variety of dishes, from lettuce wraps to crunchy chicken dippers, allow lots of opportunities for toddlers to lend
Mom or Dad a hand as they whip up lots of new flavors-and lots of fun.
"Dad says we are going to grow vegetable soup." So begins Lois Ehlert’s bright, bold picture book about vegetable
gardening for the very young. The necessary tools are pictured and labeled, as are the seeds (green bean, pea, corn,
zucchini squash, and carrot). Then the real gardening happens . . . planting, weeding, harvesting, washing, chopping,
and cooking! In the end? "It was the best soup ever." Ehlert’s simple, colorful cut-paper-style illustrations are childfriendly, as is the big black type. A recipe for vegetable soup tops it all off!
Includes recipes for vegetarian dishes developed at Moosewood Restaurant in Ithaca, N.Y.
Sometimes we need a little inspiration when it comes to adding more vegetables to our plate. Thankfully for us, Mollie
Katzen knows a thing or two about vegetables! On the 30th anniversary of her groundbreaking Moosewood Cookbook,
Mollie presents just under 100 delicious vegetable side dishes in this delightful and beautiful cookbook. Whether you
need an appetizer, a quick and easy snack for the kids, or something to accompany a main dish, this cookbook offers
creative recipes and countless ways to infuse more vegetables into our diets. Both vegetarians and meat-eaters alike can
benefit from these tasty and healthy side dishes, many of which you can even serve as stand-alone meals. The
Vegetable Dishes I Can't Live Without is an assortment of mostly new recipes, with new twists on some old favorites.
Presented in her signature style and with her classic hand-drawn illustrations, these are the recipes she loves the most,
and the recipes her millions of fans will most cherish.
Delightfully unfussy meatless meals from the author of Moosewood Cookbook! With The Moosewood Cookbook, Mollie
Katzen changed the way a generation cooked and brought vegetarian cuisine into the mainstream. In The Heart of the
Plate, she completely reinvents the vegetarian repertoire, unveiling a collection of beautiful, healthful, and unfussy
dishes—her “absolutely most loved.” Her new cuisine is light, sharp, simple, and modular; her inimitable voice is as
personal, helpful, clear, and funny as ever. Whether it’s a salad of kale and angel hair pasta with orange chili oil or a
seasonal autumn lasagna, these dishes are celebrations of vegetables. They feature layered dishes that juxtapose colors
and textures: orange rice with black beans, or tiny buttermilk corn cakes on a Peruvian potato stew. Suppers from the
oven, like vegetable pizza and mushroom popover pie, are comforting but never stodgy. Burgers and savory
pancakes—from eggplant Parmesan burgers to zucchini ricotta cloud cakes—make weeknight dinners fresh and exciting.
“Optional Enhancements” allow cooks to customize every recipe. The Heart of the Plate is vibrantly illustrated with
photographs and original watercolors by the author herself.
Best-selling author Dan Buettner debuts his first cookbook, filled with 100 longevity recipes inspired by the Blue Zones
locations around the world, where people live the longest. Building on decades of research, longevity expert Dan
Buettner has gathered 100 recipes inspired by the Blue Zones, home to the healthiest and happiest communities in the
world. Each dish--for example, Sardinian Herbed Lentil Minestrone; Costa Rican Hearts of Palm Ceviche; Cornmeal
Waffles from Loma Linda, California; and Okinawan Sweet Potatoes--uses ingredients and cooking methods proven to
increase longevity, wellness, and mental health. Complemented by mouthwatering photography, the recipes also include
lifestyle tips (including the best times to eat dinner and proper portion sizes), all gleaned from countries as far away as
Japan and as near as Blue Zones project cities in Texas. Innovative, easy to follow, and delicious, these healthy living
recipes make the Blue Zones lifestyle even more attainable, thereby improving your health, extending your life, and filling
your kitchen with happiness.
Provides step-by-step instructions for a variety of recipes, arranged in such categories as "Breakfast Specials," "Soups,
Sandwiches & Salads for Lunch or Supper," and "Desserts and a Few Baked Things."
Shares hundreds of recipes from soups to desserts and in a variety of ethnic cooking styles--that call for fresh ingredients
and no meats
"Good bread is hard to find and easy to make," says Dan Leader as he draws you into the ancient world of traditional
bread baking. Unlike any other bread book, Bread Alone will provide you with a comprehensive guide to creating—at
home—the country-style breads that have consistently captured the imagination and the taste buds of the world. In a richly
told tale, Leader chronicles his crossings of America and Europe to locate the most vital ingredients at the source, to
learn from the methods of the world's great bakers, and to perfect their traditional techniques. His recipes are ones that
have been used for centuries: large sourdough ryes, rich and dark raisin pumpernickel loaves, real French pain au levain,
big round wheats with walnuts, crusty baguettes, high and airy breads, and more. Made from organic, stone-ground
grains, these breads are slow-leavened, hand-shaped, and baked to perfection on heated baking tiles. As you read
through the recipes, you can almost smell the ancient aroma of baking bread. And as you begin to bake, you will learn
the importance of the primary ingredient in great bread: your own observations. These are some of the breads and
techniques you will master: In the chapter "Becoming Bread," you will learn to identify and shop for the highest quality
flour available. And you will seek it out because you'll taste the difference. Making a poolish will become second nature to
you as you master the Learning Recipe: Classic Country-Style Hearth Loaf and its delicious variations. Whatever your
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schedule, there is a bread for you. In the chapter "Straight-Dough Breads: Traditional Breads for a Modern Life-Style,"
you are shown how to start and finish a recipe in five hours, or morning-to-night, or night-to-night. You will bake
sourdough bread in its many forms. By gently introducing the concept of sourdough—how it is made, how it is maintained,
and how to get the best flavor from it—Leader demystifies it and makes it accessible to you. Discover the wonders of rye
bread: From the dense and chewy Finnish Sour Rye to the fragrant Danish Light Rye, everyone's tastes are served. The
mystery of pain au levain, French for "bread from a sourdough or wild yeast," unfolds into an understandable, userfriendly process. From My Personal Favorite Pain au Levain, a typical large Parisian loaf, to Pain au Levain with Pecans
and Dried Cherries, the "Family of Traditional Pain au Levain" includes some of the best loaves baked around the world.
A perfect baguette is a beautiful thing. From shaping to scoring, you will learn how to make the authentic French baguette
at home. The purpose of an organic certifier—find out how and why one farmer becomes dedicated to his role as land
steward. Brioche, Chocolate-Apricot Kugelhopf, Panettone, and Semolina Sesame Rolls are a few recipes you will find in
"A Family of Breads Inspired by Traditional French and Italian Breads." Finally, when a quick bread is all you have time to
bake, you will find recipes for such delights as Vanilla Bean Butter Loaf; Dried Pear, Port, and Poppy Seed Loaf; and
Provolone Sage Corn Loaf. Bread Alone is the bread book that cooks and bakers have been waiting for. From the wheat
fields of the Midwest to the hot and steamy boulangeries of Paris, you will travel the long and delicious road to flawless
bread baking. You will emerge a better baker and with a deeper understanding of what it takes to make perfect loaves.
Bakers entertain you with stories of their love of baking (even in the most adverse situations). Bread Alone is the bible of
bread books and a must-have for bread lovers everywhere.
Get Cooking is the first in a series of cookbooks geared toward beginners by Mollie Katzen, the author of the bestselling
Moosewood Cookbook. Here are 125 foolproof , basic recipes for soups, homemade pasta, roast chicken, burgers,
vegan specialities, chocolate chip cookies—and more—that anyone can enjoy making, no matter how inexperienced they
are in the kitchen.
Provides simple instructions for healthy and delicious meals that can be prepared together by family members of every
age, including recipes for French toast, frittatas, curried tofu fingers, frozen yogurt and mango lassis. Original. 50,000 first
printing.
On the 10th anniversary of its first publication, a new edition of this bestselling collection of quick, wholesome, easy-tomake Italian dishes for kids to prepare Following the global success of the first edition of The Silver Spoon for Children
(adapted especially for children from the most influential Italian cookbook of the last 50 years), and to mark the 10-year
anniversary of its publication, this newly designed edition presents a fresh, easy-to use layout. Kids will love to cook and
eat the authentic regional Italian dishes - chosen by a nutritional specialist for their simple instructions, achievability, and
balanced nutrition. With its charming specially commissioned illustrations, a lively layout, and bright and tempting
photographs of the finished dishes, this book is sure to please budding cooks in kitchens around the world.
Get cooking with your child and make tasty, healthy food with child nutrition expert, Annabel Karmel Cooking and eating together
are great for encouraging kids to eat healthily! Annabel Karmel shows how you can create all kinds of lip-smacking finger food with
your child thats good for them, too. Step-by-step photos show you (and them) exactly what to do and will help your child develop
basic cookery skills: from weighing and counting to mixing and rolling, while you take care of the sharp knives and hot ovens. From
munchy oat bars and lettuce boats to perfect party treats, this is food thats yummy and good for any size tummy. Whatever you
cook up, it will be as much fun to make as it will be to eat.
This is a no-nonsense, no-frills cookbook written with boys in mind. It contains recipes for complete beginner and budding chefs
alike, from making toast and boiling an egg to roasting chicken and baking muffins. Recipes include sandwiches, burgers, pasta,
curry apple pie and smoothies.
Little Belly Monster is the newest little chef to teach you and your family how to make a delicious, healthful recipe. Wrapped in an
adorable story with lots of food pictures and easy to read step-by-step instructions, this cookbook is sure to become a family
favorite.
This irreverent collection of 25 delicious recipes, each accompanied by an original, full-color work of surreal art, is the ultimate in
hip kitchen entertainment. Written by Hollywood music manager Bob Blumer, The Surreal Gourmet is a cookbook with a sense of
humor. All of the intensely flavored dishes can be prepared in less than 30 minutes, and each includes a wine selection and music
to cook by.
What could have been a quiet afternoon at home turns into an adventure for Jimmy and his dad. Their couch turns into a boat! The
staircase becomes a mountain! And blankets become a cozy hut, just right to cuddle inside. The one thing they don't have to
pretend is how much they love one another. Jennifer Plecas's bold artwork and lively text come together in a celebration of
imagination and the love between a parent and child. Great for Father's Day, but wonderful for any day that parent and child spend
together.
Easy and compelling recipes for kids and parents to enjoy as they spend time together. Packed with more than 60 yummy recipes
for easy-to-make treats, from crepes and cookies to fish tacos and nachos, Williams-Sonoma Cooking for Kids makes cooking
loads of fun! This book features gorgeous photography and colorful illustrations in a fun, uncomplicated book that kids and parents
are sure to love. Kids will love dishes like cinnamon-swirl French toast for breakfast, or granola bars for after-school snacks. Lots
of colorful illustrations and fun facts ensure they will have a blast whipping up their own creations in the kitchen. Delicious and
simple, the recipes inspire creativity while teaching the basics of healthy eating and giving kids skills they can use throughout their
lives.
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